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Possible internship/graduation project

BLOCKCHAIN INTEGRATI ON

Blockchain is the world’s leading software platform for digital assets. Blockchain is the largest
production platform in the world, using new technologies to build better financial systems. Its
software has powered over 100M transactions end empowered users in 140 countries across the
globe to transact quickly and without costly intermediaries offering real time transaction data for
users. Blockchain is the data structure behind the bitcoin network of which nobody has ownership. It
is a peer-to-peer network which everyone can use for sharing its financial data. Blockchain can be
best described as a digital ledger or economic transactions that can be programmed to record not
just financial transactions but virtually everything of value. It is transparent and incorruptible
because of the way it is set up.
At ShareCompany, we would like you to investigate what Blockchain can mean for our company and
how we could possible integrate this within our processes. How can Blockchain be used to add value
for us and how can we optimize our internal processes by using this?
More information about the Blockchain technology can be found at:
https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-blockchain-technology.
APPLICATION

You can apply for this internship and/or graduation project by sending over your name, education
and place of residence to mvanas-heijnen@sharecompany.nl. Please also indicate within this e-mail
whether you want to do this project as an internship or as a graduation project.
ABOUT SHARECOMPANY

We optimize market data flows and turn data into knowledge. We named this our “BIQH Financial
Data Services”. ShareCompany partners up with financial institutions to help master the complexity
of financial market data. This means organizing data flows, maximizing straight through processing,
minimizing manual interventions, reducing costs, being compliant and turning data into knowledge.
And making sure that our clients can rely 100% on the integrity of the data.
Mastering complexity is what we’ve been doing for over 15 years and for the biggest banks and
brokers in the Netherlands.
Please feel free to see more information at www.biqh.com.

